Caretaking and Management

of the Giant Pandas

The Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca ), the "ﬂagship species" in the history
of wildlife conservation worldwide, is under ex situ cooperative conservation
programs at zoos globally, with focuses including husbandry, nutrition,
transportation, anesthesia, medicine and breeding, as well as population viability.
The organized efforts have produced signiﬁcant results, turning into a successful
model of captive-breeding of endangered species.
The Taipei Zoo has applied for the importation of Giant Pandas since 2005,
and after more than four years of relentless work, ﬁnally brought in "Tuan
Tuan" and "Yuan Yuan" in December 2008, and introduced them
to the public in January 2009. More than three million visitors have
come to see them by the end of 2009. We aspire that through the
Panda House, which simulates the Giant Pandas' natural habitat, the
visiting public could see the two behaving as they would in nature,
and get to take home knowledge about the species and international
cohort efforts dedicated to the conservation of the Giant Pandas
through the educational tours as well. We hope that the public can
convert and channel their love for the Giant Pandas into caring for
indigenous species that are also endangered and are facing likewise survival threats, and help us to
achieve our objective of environmental
education.

■ Taipei Zoo︱Ci Wen Yang
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■ Taipei Zoo︱Yang Chienjen, Su Yingwei

Did you pick the right time, Tuan Tuan and Yuan and Yuan's visiting
hours?
"The Giant Pandas are so adorable! If you'd seen the way they eat
you'd fall heads over heels in love with them!" said one, but another: "the
Giants Pandas are a big bore, they sleep all the time, didn't even bother
to move once." Did you catch on? The truth is that the Giant Pandas
have an internal time clock, to which they do everything accordingly. So
let's have a look of a regular day of the Giant Pandas'.
This is the daily schedule of activities for the Giant Pandas living at the
Taipei Zoo: moderately active for about one hour at 9am, then go back to
asleep; wake up for a brief period close to 11am for their second feeding
of the day, no more than 15 minutes, then fall into a long noontime stupor,
until about 1:30pm, get up to stretch a little while getting ready for the 2
pm feeding. And after a good meal, is naturally back to sleep. However,
they do occasionally get up and move about in the afternoon too, play with
water, climb trees, or do a little running inside the Exhibit. There is another
feeding scheduled for about 4pm. During the estrous cycle there ’d be
close interactions between the two Giant Pandas, from time to time one can
observe the female making advances toward the male demonstrating estrous
behaviors, or grapping the food from the male's hands, pushing and playing.
The female would also be lifting her tail, leaving scent markers, trying to get
the attention from male.
The Giant Pandas with their rounded body, cuddly demeanors, and the
two-tone black and white fur, are unparalleled masterpieces created by the
maker; and their naïve childlike qualities make them one of the most popular
animals. The Giant Pandas are born with superstar qualities that attract
people's attention. The Taipei Zoo, with the importation of the Giant Pandas,
the personiﬁcation of ﬂagship species charm and appeal, will no doubt take
lead in wildlife conservation, so that every species can live and survive viably
on this beautiful planet called Earth.

The Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan
Show

Giant Pandas' Health Exam and Medical
Management Experience

■ Taipei Zoo︱Guo, Jun Cheng

This article discusses about the food Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan eat, the Giant Pandas introduced from Sichuan
China on December 23, 2008. As the primary food source for Giant Pandas in the wild is the bamboo, hence the food
Taipei Zoo prepared mainly involved four types of bamboos grown domestically to match their diet requirement as well:
Makino's Bamboos, Yushania bamboo, Taiwan Giant Bamboos and Oldham Green Bamboos. These Giant Pandas have
also developed a preference for domestic bamboo shoots of Makino's, Yushania and Moso bamboos. Their diet was
supplemented by the Taipei Zoo's own powdered bamboo cakes, two types of imported Giant Panda cookies, apples
and carrots. A detailed description about the ingredients used in the Zoo's powdered bamboo cakes was offered, along
with production process and the ﬁnished product. Student-trainees picked Oldham's Green Bamboo leaves grown on the
Zoo's premise and grinded them into powder to develop the powdered bamboo leaves
cakes during summer. The nutritional ingredients from the supplement foods were
also supplied for reference. Our hope is to provide more diverse bamboos as food to
the animals in the future, so that our animals could stay in good health, and that Giant
Pandas Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan won't ever go hungry due to a lack of food supplies,
their daily requirements would be met and satisﬁed.

Read more about "Giant Panda" special coverage in the No.117 issue of the Taipei Zoo Magazine!

Ever since passing the
assessment and obtained the
qualiﬁcation to import and host
the giant pandas, the Taipei Zoo
had actively and progressively
sent teams to Bifengxia Base
of China Conservation and
Research Center for the
Giant Panda in Sichuan to
learn about the feeding and
caretaking management of
Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan,
as well as their health and
medical conditions. On the

first trip, where we met Tuan Tuan and
Yuan Yuan and the staffs working at the
Research Center for the first time, we
were allowed close contacts with the two,
and participated in the pre-quarantine
and medical exam tasks of this active pair
as well. With everything we learned firsthand and the in-depth involvement we had
about their caretaking, we were supremely
confident about their health conditions,
as well as in our ability to offer hands-on
medical/health care too. After they arrived at
the Taipei Zoo, the zoo arranged Yuan Yuan
to receive her ﬁrst health exam on February
16, 2009, a complete medical exam under
anesthesia. As this was the first time for
the zoo to perform such an exam on giant
panda, we took all necessary precautions
plus safety considerations, for not only did
we want everyone to know Yuan Yuan’s

health condition through our examination, we
also wanted to collect additional biological
data/samples to support the conservation
researches of this species. We decided the
best way was through a team approach,
hence putted together a multi-specialty
task force. After meticulous planning and
careful practices, we successfully finished
the initial examination on the giant panda,
and obtained a valuable and refreshing
experience. In our report we tested more
than 100 items, and Yuan Yuan passed
each one of them and was confirmed in
excellent health. So what was it like offering
health exams to the giant panda? What kind
of tests did we do? I trust these issues will
fascinate everyone now that Tuan Tuan and
Yuan Yuan will soon be celebrating their oneyear anniversary living at the Taipei Zoo.

Which is it,
"MAO HSIUNG"or"HSIUNG MAO"?
■ Taipei Zoo︱Shawn Peng

Conservational interpretation at Xinguang
Special Exhibit House

Do you know which is correct? Should you refer to the Giant Panda
" MAO HSIUNG"or"HSIUNG MAO " in the Chinese language?
Have you ever seen a Giant Panda climb a tree?
What does a baby Giant Panda look like?
You will ﬁnd all of the answers in the conservational education facilities
on display at the Xinguang Special Exhibit House.

First, from the outdoors display area
one can see the Zoo's specially designed
enrichment facilities such as climbing
structures and the water pond. Then take
note of the 2-ﬂoor tall glass wall, completely
covered by anti-UV materials in bamboo
green, intended to lower the temperature
indoors during summer and to make the
enclosure come-together as one with the
exterior design of the entire Special Exhibit.
The Giant Panda Q&A series displayed at
the left hand side of the main entrance began
to unveil this mystery about this species
with: "Are They " MAO HSIUNG"or"HSIUNG
MAO " ?", "Where Do Giant
Pandas Live?", "Why Do Giant
Pandas Have Black and White
Fur?", "Why Do Giant Pandas
C l i m b Tr e e s ? " , " W h y
Does the Giant
Panda Only

Eat Bamboos?", "What Does Giant Panda
Do Inside Its Cave?" and "Threats to The
Survival of the Giant Pandas", etc., questions
designed to clarify some of the things we are
puzzled about the Giant Pandas.
The "mirror" display at the interpretation
area – designed purposely to reflect
the reason why the Giant Pandas are
disappearing! One of the reasons is that
their natural ranges are rapidly shrinking,
disappearing, and fragmenting due to
deforestation and railroad/public infrastructure
developments, which severely obstructed
the gene ﬂow between different populations.
Another reason why they are
endangered is the female Panda
only goes into her estrous cycle
for a very short period of days,
thus making mating in the wild that
much more difﬁcult. We hope that
after the public visited the Giant
Pandas, everyone will broaden
their love for this species into
caring for Taiwan's native
animals as well. For this is the
ﬁnal objective to why the Taipei
Zoo is exhibiting the Giant
Pandas and championing for
their conservation efforts in
the ﬁrst place.

A Talk about the Relationship
between Bamboo and Man
■ Chou Shyangchwan

Twenty -Year

Journey of Giant Pandas
■ Writer︱Lin Meise

Its one year since the loveable Giant Pandas "Tuan Tuan" and "Yuan Yuan" arrived
Taiwan. In addition to the many joys they brought to the Taiwanese public, they've
added many tangible beneﬁts to the knowledge of basic science as well. All of the above
enrichments were the positive results born after twenty years of dedicated efforts by the
former chairman of the Zoological Society of Taipei, Dr. Hung Wen-ton, aka the "Panda
Legislator" dubbed by the President of Legislative Yuan of the Republic of China Wang Jinpyng!
During his tenure as a legislator while serving as the incumbent chairman of the society,
Dr. Hung desired for our residents to have the opportunity to see the loveable Giant Panda.
Hence he actively negotiated with China through overseas friends on one hand, and on
the other lobbied hard at the Legislative Yuan for it to approve the importation of the Giant
Pandas to Taiwan.
Finally in 1988, China issued an export license under the Convention of International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES), agreed to give Dr. Hung a pair of
these animals. Dr. Hung then applied with the
Council of Agriculture, hoping to import a pair of
Giant Pandas and to make them a donation to
the Taipei Zoo. Aside from enriching the public's
recreational activities, he thought this would
greatly broaden the protection and educational
efforts for natural ecological conservation as
well as wildlife conservation, and may improve
academic researches in wildlife too.

The name "Muzha" (meaning wooden fence in Chinese) not only implied the hardship
our immigrant forefathers faced when they first settled in Taiwan, building posts to
protect their homes, it also explained the dependency man have for the bamboos,
everything from living necessities such food, clothing, shelter and transportation, to even
education and entertainment...
People regard food the primary living objective, and the ethic Chinese has been
harvesting bamboos as food sources all year round. The list of dishes made with different
varieties of bamboos according to the season is incredibly long, for instance Oldham
Green Bamboo shoots served as a cold salad in Spring and Summer, Chinese giant
bamboo shoots cooked with spareribs in soup in mid-Summer, tender Yushania Usawa
cane shoots stir-fried in Autumn and Makino bamboo shoots are braised in sauce in
Winter. every which one tasty delicious. As for outerwear, in the early days soft bamboo
strips and stalks were woven into protective rain hats while the harder shoot shells
made into raincoats. As for housing, bamboos have been used as building materials
for their tough and perpendicular characteristics since early Taiwan settlement period,
because bamboos are so vertical and strong, they have been used for columns, pillars,
and walls, made into huts and shacks and Japanese-style farm houses
known as Rong. As for transportation, which was quite
basic in the older days, bamboos were used making
palanquins (a sedan chair carried on poles
on the shoulder of bearers) for wealthy
families, again chosen for their sturdy,
strong characteristic and lightweightness. The ethnic Chinese as a race
often make references to the hollow
bamboo stalk and nodes, with
metaphors including humble learning
and self-control.
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Loveable Giant Panda

■ 臺北市立動物園︱王儷蒨

to Serve as Conservation Spokesperson

■ Taipei Zoo︱Chen Yuyen, Yu Janefang

CCRCGP︱Xie Hao

■ Taipei Zoo︱Lin, Chun-Lan

Although 9 years old already, and had
previously came to heat, even mated
a few times, Giant Panda Le Sheng
never delivered a litter before. This year
(2009) however, veterinarians confirmed
via ultrasound that she is pregnant!
Nevertheless, can Le Sheng successfully
deliver her cub, this being her first time
and all? We were left to wonder in full
anticipation. At noon on August 15,
2009, Le Sheng was observed licking
her external genitalia, restless, pacing
around, curling up and changing her body
positions. At about late afternoon, keepers
noticed labor had started and she was
experiencing contractions. After an all
night wait, then dawn broke, we still did

not hear the "squawk" we were all waiting
for. Her labor signs returned again four
afternoons later. This time keepers walked
out from her birthing den conﬁdently: "soon,
very soon now, and this time is for real!"
Next morning at 5am, after making the
unique "Bleat" sound after a few strong
contractions, Le Sheng stood up on all fours
like she was about to defecate, and in a blur
we saw something drop out from her body.
Immediately then we heard the exciting
squawk of the crying infant! She did it, the
cub is born! Everyone sprang into action all
of sudden.
Its dawn already, and in spite of being
up all night we were not tired at all and felt
extremely rewarded. Because not only did
we personally witness a Giant Panda giving
birth, we were with Giant Panda keepers,
and together withstood the tests of time,
physical endurance and patience. Although
we spent the entire night in anticipation, the
wait was absolutely worthwhile. Fortified
with such a precious experience, we felt
convinced that we were that much better
prepared to face the challenges waiting for
us in the future.

I have Six Fingers?!

How to ﬁnd ways for the Giant Panda, a highly controversial species,
to inspire the public to value the significant biodiversity conservation
and to incite the masses into action, is a serious challenge for zoo
educators. In order for merchandises effecting to market panda
conservation to be appealing at the same time close-to-heart and free of bureaucratic
propaganda, we held a special campaign "Design a Postcard for Giant Panda Conservation",
and received generous and creative entries from all over. 87 outstanding designs were selected
out of the total 1,360 entries, all ingeniously and impressively depicting the joy we welcomed
the Giant Pandas with, and the worries and concerns we felt about their conservation hardship.

Love together, welcome Panda
Winner : Tian Kai-wen, gold medal, senior high
school
The creator used many tiny pink hearts
in his design depicting a Panda in its
classic baseboard walking style. The
overall illustration was clean and neat and
showcased the theme clearly, in a very
modern sense. This was a piece that won
everyone's heart

Everyone knows that mammals use their front limbs mainly for
purposes of grasping, digging, climbing, walking, and running,
defending, attacking, or foraging for food. But in addition to what
we commonly know about digits and hooves, some of them have
special usages too. For instance the Aye-aye inserts its uniquely
elongated, thin middle ﬁnger into tree holes to extract food out from
within; the Otter and Platypus use only their webbed paws to swim.
Primates have longer fingers and opposable thumbs, a signature
feature unique to this family, hence are considered the most agile
of all animal species. Out of all other animals only a few species
such as the Giant Panda have modiﬁed digits in the forepaws that
afford them dexterously grasp. We can see this unique feature while
observing a Giant Panda feed, how it can grasp a bamboo stalk
or any other food item in its hands dexterously, and feed in leisure
sitting down or even lying down, unlike other animals that need to
forage standing on all limbs. What's even more interesting is that the
Giant Pandas appear to have six fingers in appearance. What kinds
of secrets are hiding behind the Giant Panda's ﬁngers? Why did the
Giant Panda evolve this way? How do the ﬁngers act? How are they
different than other animals in the Ursidae or Procyonidae families?
There seems to be big learning behind a tiny detail! So let us take
you on a journey exploring the wonders behind the Giant Panda's
ﬁngers.

The Secret behind
Giant Panda's Forepaw
■ Taipei Zoo︱Guo Jun Cheng

Read more about "Giant Panda" special coverage in the No.117 issue of the Taipei Zoo Magazine!

